
 

 

Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of  
The Castle by Sophia Bennett 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 
 

Eloise Mae Clarkson, age 12 

This book is about a girl who has lost 

her soldier father to a car bomb. 

She still believes that he is still alive but 

she is alone in that belief.  This is her 

adventure trying to find her father. 

This book contains action adventure 

and drama genres.  The characters 

were amazing and unique they were 

different from characters I have read 

before. I loved the plot line it had 

twists and turns and was 

unpredictable. I would rate this 

book five out of five stars.  I literally 

could not put this book down. 

 

Rebekah Choi, age 12 

Gripped all the way through, 

each chapter seemed to finish 

with a cliffhanger! Didn't predict 

the ending. Thought  Peta was a brilliant character.  

I really enjoyed this book. It was full of suspense and had me gripped, I didn't 

want it to end. Would appeal to any female readers who want to try to relate to 

a character without the make up/model/girly themes. Would recommend this 

book. 

 

Daisy Theobald, age 11 

This book was so gripping, I never wanted to put it down and even when I did 



 

 

questions popped into my head like: 

Can Peta survive?  

Will Karim be safe?  

Is Mr Alurd her father? 

‘The Castle’ is by far my favourite book and I wouldn't hesitate to read 

it over and over again. You really do travel with Peta where ever she goes 

and when something happens in the book you find yourself holding your breath 

too. It is SUCH an AMAZING book! 

 

Raimy Greenland  

A fast paced, high suspense thriller from a brilliant YA author, I knew 

‘The Castle’ would be good, but with an intense, completely bewildering blurb I 

wasn’t sure how the story would work… thankfully it really did and I loved it 

all!  

The story isn’t very realistic sounding from the blurb, I wasn’t convinced that it 

would win me over but it really did. As soon as you are introduced to what is 

going on in Peta’s life you start to realise that she is special and special things 

happen to her. A brilliant sequence of events leads to a place that you will not 

ever believe and all the while will keep you on the edge of your seat.  

The best thing about this story was the relationship between Peta and her 

father. At the beginning it seems very tight and very much the perfect father 

daughter relationship but I think as the book goes along you start to realise 

more about it and how things may not have always been perfect. The more you 

find out about Peta’s father the more her own personality shines through and I 

liked knowing more about how strong she could be.  

I really liked the characters we meet in this book especially Karim, who made 

me think more about situation and how it can effect different people in different 

ways. He was such a brilliant character and I really was rooting for him the 

entire way through.  

This book was well worth a read and a lot of people will enjoy it, especially 

those who know the author but don’t think it will be for them. Its different from 

the authors other work but still has all the merits of those with brilliant 

characters and talented writing.  

 

 



 

 

Freya Moore, age 12 

A thrilling, fast-paced adventure story.  

'The Castle' is a thrilling, fast-paced adventure story about a teenage girl, called 

Peta, whose father was killed by a bomb in Afghanistan. During her mother's 

wedding to her new step-father Peta receives a mysterious call from a stranger 

who seems to confirm her long-term belief that her father is still alive. 

I recommend this book to anyone who likes an action-packed story with 

mystery and adventure. 

 

Jemma Rubens, age 10 

A brilliant book full of suspense! This story is about a child, Peta, who’s 

father has died in a car accident.  The book,’ The Castle’, immediately sucked me 

up, and I couldn’t put it down. My favourite character was definitely Peta; her 

story was immensely interesting. 

 

Jasmine Harris-Hart, age 12 - jasminesblogonbooks.blogspot.co.uk 

An exciting book about a girls quest to find her dad.  

This book is about Peta Jones a young girl who is told that her dad has been 

killed in bomb blast in Afganistan. 

When her mum is getting remarried Peta recieves a mysterious phone call from 

a stranger giving her clues that her dad is still alive. 

Although it is an exciting story it didn't particularly appeal to me. 

I think it os suitable for ages 11+ and rate it 6/10 

 

Traviss Chaytors, age 11 

A mysterious story that will keep you hooked until the end.  

This book is about a young girl called Peta who hates the idea of her mum 

remarrying as she thinks that her dad is still alive but everybody has been told 

that he got blown up in the army. During the wedding Peta gets a call but she 

doesn’t answer it as everybody that has her phone number is at the wedding. 

Who could it be, well you will have to find out. 

 I would recommend this book to anybody and everybody as it is amazing. My 

favourite part is when the main character gets a in a removal van to see if she 



 

 

can find what she is looking for and before she gets out someone comes so she 

has to hid in a small and cramped wardrobe!! This is a brilliant book filled with 

friendship and mystery and the best thing about this book is the ending as it has 

an amazing twist. 

 

Isabel Kardos-Stowe, age 10 

 ‘The Castle’ is about a girl called Peta. She refuses to believe that her 

dad died in a car bomb. She has an exciting adventure finding new 

friends along the way.  

This is a thrilling adventure that really draws you in. I couldn't put the book 

down. Peta is very likeable as is Karim who you will find later in the book. My 

favourite character is Karim because he is brave despite what he goes through, 

he also helps Peta lots on her journey. All the book is written really 

descriptively. You could picture everything. I would rate this 10 out of 10. My 

mum read it and she loved it to. I would recommend it to anyone over the age of 

8. Please read it. 

 

Ellen Faulkner, age 12 

Peta's story in ‘The Castle’ touched me as she never gave up on her 

father, even though everyone else had. It was hard-hitting yet 

hopeful, and I absolutely loved it.  

In ‘The Castle’, Peta's father had "died" a year before, by a car bomb. Now her 

mother has just remarried, and she wants answers. Peta has to find her father, 

before he runs out of time. 

Peta is a strong and brave yet compassionate girl, and I felt for her as she was 

hunted down in terror.  I also liked the reference to Threads! It made me realise 

how lucky I am to have my family around me. I never want to be without my 

family again. Peta's courage inspired, lifted and enlightened me. 

 

Amy Laws, age 13 

I had to wait a while for this book to come and it was definitely worth the wait.  

This adventure/ mystery book is certainly worth reading- I was 

hooked! I couldn't wait to find out what happened to Peta and her family. 

There are twists and turns around every corner and I will definitely be trying 

some more Sophia Bennett books, I don't think I've read one before. It was 



 

 

really well written and was never boring and it didn't ever drag on.  I would 

recommend this to anyone who likes an adventure or mysterious novel. 

 

Rachel Illsley, age 10 

Peta’s Mum is about to remarry when Peta finds out that her Dad is still alive. 

Peta begins to get strange phone calls warning her to hide. Peta works out that 

the phone calls are coming from a billionaire’s castle so she sets off on an absurd 

mission in hope of finding her army hero Dad. 

Peta is a trusting girl who makes a wonderful character and has something to 

say on almost everything. 

I thoroughly enjoyed this book, it was great. 

 

Freya Hudson, age 11 

The best book I have ever read and I could not put it down! Read this 

book for a mystical, adventure of friendship and wonder.  

I really enjoyed reading THE CASTLE. It was the best book I have ever read and 

I could not put it down! I would definitely recommend this to anyone who loves 

reading about an epic life changing  journey of discovery.  14 year old Peta does 

not believe that her father is dead and after receiving a strange phone call, she 

decides to go and search for him.  This book is full of excitement, adventure, 

tensing moments, suspicion and you are never sure what is true about Peta’s 

life- you don’t know what will happen next!    As the story unfolds, it is so 

gripping;  showing people who are forced to work as slaves by the rich and live 

a hard life, how selfish and uncaring some people are to others,  and how lucky 

some people are to have a good, easy life. 

 You should read this book for a mystical, adventure of friendship and wonder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

  

   


